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Abstract— The current height in identity verification on the Web is passwords, fingerprints and iris recognition. But 
the process may move out of the realm of the physical altogether. The new “cognitive” identity verification system 
replaces the passwords, fingerprints and iris recognition systems for Web users. Here we uses “cognitive fingerprints” 
instead of physical characteristics such as veins, face recognition, hand geometry, DNA or iris recognition. The behavioral-
based biometric are used to confirm identity based on how an individual uses desktop or mobile devices. It is included by 
observing how the mouse or cursor is moved rhythmically, typing speed and frequent typographical errors.  “When user 
touches something with the finger he leaves behind a fingerprint, when he interact with technology he do so in a pattern 
based on how your mind processes information, leaving behind a cognitive fingerprint. In the future biometric capabilities 
are built from multiple stylometric/behavioral modalities”.  Stylometrics is used to analyzed how the text is constructed 
and check the academic authorship and plagiarism. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The current standard method for validating a user’s identity for authentication on an information system requires 

humans to do something that is inherently unnatural: create, remember, and manage long, complex passwords. Moreover, 
as long as the user remains in the session, no mechanisms is assimilate with typical systems to verify the user 
authentication still in control of the keyboard. Thus unauthorized individuals may improperly obtain extended access to 
information system resources if a password is compromised or if a user does not exercise adequate vigilance after initially 
authenticating at the console. 

 
The Active Authentication look up to maneuver the problem by developing the novel method to validate the identity of 

the person working in the console which focuses on the unique features of individual through software based biometrics. 
Biometrics is defined as the characteristics used to uniquely recognize humans based on one or more intrinsic physical or 
behavioral traits.   The behavioral traits are observed and interact with the world.   Just as when you touch something your 
finger you leave behind a fingerprint, when you interact with technology you do so in a pattern based on how your mind 
processes information, leaving behind a “cognitive fingerprint.” 

 
This biometric authentication does not require additional hardware sensors; it is handled by the program which is 

already uses the aspects of “Cognitive Fingerprint”.  These could include, for example, how the user handles the mouse 
and how the user crafts written language in an e-mail or document.  Accentuate is to validate any potential forthcoming 
biometrics with empirical tests to guaranteed the effectiveness in large scale deployments.  

 
In this paper, we present a biometric-based active authentication system. This system continuously monitors and 

analyzes various keyboard behavior performed by the user. The extracted feature from the keystroke contains the 
cognitive factors, resultant to cognitive fingerprints. Each feature is a sequence of digraphs from a specific word. This 
method is driven by our hypothesis that a cognitive factor can affect the typing rhythm of specific word.  

 

II. WORKING PRINCIPLE 
 

Developing a biometrics-based authentication system with four modules:  
• Sensor module :  acquires the biometric data from a user via a web- based tool  

• Feature extraction module : processes the acquired biometric data and extracts a feature set to represent it (with cognitive 

fingerprints) 
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•  Matching module : compares the features with the stored profiles using a classifier to generate matching scores  

• Decision module: uses the matching scores (from multiple classifiers) to verify a user’s identity (authentication). 

 

 
Fig 1 :  Block Diagram 

 
 Stylometry, focused on capturing information on how a user types, harnessing a combination of cognitive rhythms 
making it language independent. Cognitive rhythms of a user constitute: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Cognition- centric Continuous User Verification 
• Pausality behaviours - pause time before the beginning of a new sentence, pause time followed by a text revision, and 

pause duration between two discourse markers  

• Text revision behaviours - number of revisions in sentence of length L characters  

• Linguistic behaviours - number of verbs in a paragraph containing N words and number of function words  
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• Keystroke dynamics - key hold and interval latencies. 

• The behaviours are captured when the user plans, composes, types, and revises text on a desktop computer. 

 

III.  PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
The put forwarded technology feat the symbiosis between recent advances in pixel-level screen analysis and vision-

based biometrics. 
• Attempt to combine vision-based biometrics and pixel-level screen analysis in a complementary manner for the 

purpose of active authentication Key Objectives  
• Extract textual and motion features from the screen fingerprint for authentication  
 
Taking a screen recording of the computer being used by the operator and by extracting discriminative visual features 

from this recording. [13] 
Qualities captured in screen-fingerprints include cognitive abilities, motor limitations subjective preferences and work 

patterns motor limitations, subjective preferences, and work patterns. 
 

 
Fig 3: Individual process on the screen 

 
•Characterize the discriminative power present in the screen fingerprint for detecting an intruder from an authorized 

user.  
•Design rules for detecting anomalies in screen fingerprints that may correspond to access by an unauthorized user. 
 •Design dimensionality reduction methods and classifiers for user authentication.  
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IV PROS AND CONS 
 
Using cognitive technologies in different ways may not only create new capacities but also change both the quality and 

the nature of the work we do, and even more significantly, it may change us humans in important ways. The implications 
of using cognitive technology range from affecting how we organize information to how we think and communicate with 
one another. Moreover, cognitive technologies are far from an unmitigated good; we must understand their limitations, 
pitfalls and vulnerabilities, which may lead to a variety of negative or even disastrous consequences. For example, will 
regular reliance on GPS systems inevitably reduce people’s ability to use and navigate with conventional maps? Will the 
availability and use of automated spelling checkers which detect and fix spelling mistakes reduce human cognitive capacity 
for spelling? And if so, are such outcomes of cognitive technology all bad or are they advancements in human 
development? In this light, cognitive technology may be viewed as a new evolutionary force that works in relatively super 
fast time scales. Finally, the proper development and deployment of cognitive technology is critical if it is going to be 
effectively put to its intended use in a variety of domains. For example, with most patient monitors in intensive care units, 
the monitors aimed at reducing the cognitive load of the medical staff are set at such a low threshold that they ‘go off’ 
(causing false alarms) so frequently that they are largely ignored by the medical staff. These questions and examples 
illustrate the need to develop cognitive technology, across domains, that properly works with humans by considering the 
collaborations with humans (both direct and indirect, immediate and long term), and the implications of how cognitive 
technology distributes cognition.  

 

V  FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
  
In future, developing a solution to integrate any new authentication platform is to as per the standards of Department of 
Defence for desktop or laptop. The combinatorial approach of using multiple modalities for continuous user identification 
and authentication is expected to deliver a system that is accurate, robust, and transparent to the user’s normal computing 
experience.   
  
The authentication platform will be developed with open Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to allow the 
integration of other software or hardware biometrics available in the future from other sources. 
 

VI CONCLUSION 
  
The performance results obtained is not as high as those for other well-established modalities, such as mouse dynamics. 
However, screen output can enhance the security of a multimodal system when there’s little data from other monitored 
modalities. Furthermore, because of many years of research work leads to the performance of other modalities (i.e., 33 
years for keystroke dynamics and nine years for mouse dynamics), so further research into fingerprints, results to the 
performance. 
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